
Productivity, transparency, and peace of mind.
So you can focus on reaching new heights.
Productivity, transparency, and peace of mind.
So you can focus on reaching new heights.

Communicate with clarity 
and efficiency
Communicate with clarity 
and efficiency
Receive data as soon as it is recorded. Use digital signatures 
for validation and drive work to perfection with in-app 
feedback and performance ratings. 

Achieve sustainability 
and productivity goals
Achieve sustainability 
and productivity goals
Cut down heavily on paper-based charts with fully digitized 
reports. Analyze data with ease and use insights to identify 
areas for proactive maintenance.

Coolant monitoring. 
Now with 
data-driven insights.

Coolant monitoring. 
Now with 
data-driven insights.
It’s time for you to get much more out of machine shop 
monitoring. The Mobil™ Solcare Service app empowers 
you to take a significant leap propelled by data science. 

Benefit from in-depth analytics, enhanced record-keeping, and increased accountability. 
Use tailor-made recommendations to plan further than ever.

Available on
Solcare

SERVICE
TM



While choosing the most suitable cutting oils provides a significant 
boost, it takes a digitized coolant monitoring tool to achieve 
unparalleled levels of business efficiency. The Mobil™ Solcare Service 
app is designed to do just that - empower you to reach your ambitions.

While choosing the most suitable cutting oils provides a significant 
boost, it takes a digitized coolant monitoring tool to achieve 
unparalleled levels of business efficiency. The Mobil™ Solcare Service 
app is designed to do just that - empower you to reach your ambitions.

Machine shop productivity soars 
with diligent coolant servicing. 
Machine shop productivity soars 
with diligent coolant servicing. 

Stay informed of task progressStay informed of task progress
Receive alerts at every step of each task, from 
creation to completion. Maintain constant 
communication with the Mobil Solcare team.

Shift from reactive to 
proactive maintenance
Shift from reactive to 
proactive maintenance
Precise condition monitoring helps to identify 
potential issues before they escalate, so that 
troubleshooting is simpler and less disruptive.

Provide digital sign-offsProvide digital sign-offs
Tasks are only recognized as completed 
when you provide a digital signature and a 
rating based on the engineer’s performance.  

Receive reports instantlyReceive reports instantly
Mobil Solcare engineers generate service 
reports as soon as data is entered. These are 
automatically sent to you via the app and email. 

Gain insights on 
consumption trends
Gain insights on 
consumption trends
The app automates data analysis. The Mobil 
Solcare team can make informed 
recommendations to increase productivity.

Access critical data easilyAccess critical data easily
Service data input remains stored in the app. 
It’s more convenient than ever to get the 
information you need.

Choose nothing less 
than the highest levels 
of productivity.

Choose nothing less 
than the highest levels 
of productivity.

Mobilcut™ high performance cutting oils and the Mobil Solcare 
Service app work hand-in-hand to keep your business at its peak.
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